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Abstract

Bebo, Belok and Besmå - Networks for energy savings
in facilities

Ida Essner and Teddy Viberg

Derived from the initiative from the 
Swedish government to reduce energy 
usage, three similar networks, BeBo, 
BELOK and BeSmå, was initiated by the 
Swedish Energy Agency. They all work 
to facilitate energy saving 
renovations in buildings, but they are 
specialised on different types of 
buildings. This study clarifies the 
differences and similarities of the 
methods and the calculation tools of 
the networks. Future challenges for 
the networks and the possibilities to 
develop the methods and tools have 
also been analysed. The possibility 
for companies with low liquidity to 
utilise BELOK’s concept of an 
investment package in comparison to a 
company with high liquidity was 
analysed. Their methods are found 
almost identical. The calculation 
tools are found to be interchangeable 
in some extent, but with loss of 
information. A broadening of the 
networks’ area of function outside 
energy savings is discussed and a 
further investigation of merging the 
calculation tools is proposed. The 
investment possibilities are bigger 
for larger companies, but the question 
is complex and not fully possible to 
evaluate with linear methods.  
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Abbreviations  

BeBo: Short for “Energimyndighetens beställargrupp för energieffektiva flerbostadshus” 
which means “Swedish Energy Agency purchaser group for energy efficient apartment 
buildings” and is a network founded by the Swedish Energy agency with members from the 
apartment rental industry. 

BELOK: Short for “Energimyndighetens beställargrupp för lokaler” which means “Swedish 
Energy Agency’s purchaser group of premises” and is a network founded by the Swedish 
Energy agency with members from the premises industry. 

BeSmå: Short for “ Beställargrupp för energieffektivisering i småhus” which 
means  “Purchaser group for improvement of energy efficiency” and is a network founded by 
the Swedish Energy agency with members from the small house manufacturing industry. 

Total concept method: The method used to implement energy saving investments developed 
by BELOK. 

Total concept tool:  BELOK’s calculation tool. A program available on the BELOK web page 
that compiles different measures and calculates the internal interest rate among other results.  

Rekorderlig Renovering: The method used to implement energy saving investments 
developed by BeBo. 

Lönsamhetskalkylen: BeBo’s calculation tool. A web based program that compiles different 
measures and calculates the cash flow among other results.  

	    



Keywords 

Calculation interest rate: The lowest required rate of return from an investment. The 
calculation interest rate is decided by the company as a minimum value for its investments. 

Internal rate: The rate of return from an investment. 

Loan rate: The interest rate of a loan. 

Present value: The present worth of a future amount of money with a specified given rate of 
return. 

Present value factor: The factor used to convert a sum to its present value. 

Annuity - A fixed disbursed sum each year.  

Annuity factor - The factor used to convert a fixed annuity to its present value.  

Amortization - The whole or more usually a partly repayment of a loan. 

Liquidity - Sometimes known as marketability. The capacity to convert an asset to cash in a 
short period of time. 
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1. Introduction 
In a changing world with a higher need of long-term sustainability, making the energy 
usage more effective plays an important role for the conversion to a sustainable society. 
The government of Sweden has therefore, as part of the climate and energy goals for 
2020, targeted a goal of 20 % more effective energy usage compared to 2008. 
(Regeringskansliet, 2015). This calls for action on all levels, from individual households 
to changes in the world economy.  

To stimulate change in the sectors of real estates, mainly those of apartments and 
facilities, the Swedish Energy Agency has initiated networks with the goal of 
encouraging and facilitate energy saving investments. The BeBo network focus 
primarily on energy savings in apartments while BELOK focus on other markets and 
have a more general approach on facilities. BeSmå focus on small houses and is also a 
much smaller network than BeBo and BELOK but their energy saving goals are the 
same. They all work within their networks towards their goals through information 
sharing, by developing methods to easily calculate the economic aspects of different 
investments and by standardising project management and reporting.    

The fact that there are separate but quite similar methods have created problems 
regarding comparability between projects by companies that used different methods. 
Even though the target groups for apartment rentals and that of facilities makes the 
businesses different enough for developing separate methods, they are still similar 
enough to have an interest in learning from each others experiences in energy saving 
investments. Therefore a study of the relation between the different methods is in order.  

1.1 Purpose of the report 

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the networks of BELOK, BeBo and in some 
extent BeSmå with a number of different approaches. The goal is to acquire a broad 
perspective of the networks, which include a perspective of their relation to each other 
as a method comparison, a network perspective and in which regard their cost 
calculation tools differ and what consequences are connected to these differences. In 
addition to the networks’ relation to each other the possible future uses and 
development of the networks to tackle problems derived from outside the network will 
be evaluated.  

To achieve this goal the following questions will be discussed in the report: 

! Why are their tools designed as they are and is one method to prefer compared 
to the other? 

! How do the facility energy saving investment possibilities depend on the users 
size and liquidity?  

! Which future challenges may be relevant for the networks to handle and how 
could this be done? 
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1.2 Limitation 

As a consequence of the incremental nature of this study, the limitations have been re-
evaluated on several occasions. This results in limitations that are based on analysis 
made later on in the study, which in turn affect the analysis. This was mainly done 
between block 1 and block 2 which are described in the method section, but also in 
smaller scale throughout the study. The limitations will therefore occasionally seem 
deterministic although the study was conducted with an open approach. 

The study did not investigate the methods of calculating energy savings of different 
investments or how these calculations differ depending on the number of simultaneous 
investments being made. This was already integrated in the external preparatory work 
described by the methods that is needed for the calculation tools compilation of 
investments. In the comparison between the networks there have been no closer 
investigation beyond the comparisons of their methods and calculation tools. In the light 
of the results from the first comparison between the networks the further analysis have 
been focused on BELOK. This as BELOK is both more general and less of a work in 
progress. It is also a compromise to cover more important factors in a limited amount of 
time.  

The calculation tool comparison analysis only handled BeBo and BELOK, as BeSmå do 
not have any available calculation tool of their own to analyse. In the analysis of future 
challenges a limitation to The Millennium Project had to be done due to the broad 
availability of potential challenges.  

The study did not include BeSmå in the method comparison nor in the calculation tool 
comparison since BeSmå at the moment is a small network which lack thorough 
documentation. BeSmå is still mentioned with the purpose to evaluate their qualities in 
comparison to BELOK and BeBo. 

1.3 Disposition 

This report begins with a concept index where abbreviations and relevant terms for the 
understanding of BELOK’s and BeBo’s calculation methods are explained. After this a 
section presenting the problem and its background follow, describing the two different 
networks and calculation methods. The methodology section describing how the 
problem was tackled and solved and also a description of the sensitivity analysis follows 
this. Then the calculations, examples and results are presented followed by a discussion 
of the results including recommendations for further studies. Lastly is a conclusion with 
the main results of the study.  
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2. Background  
In Sweden, 40 % of the total national energy consumption consists of the real estate 
sector. Therefore the energy efficiency development in this sector is crucial for reaching 
the energy goals for 2020 (Regeringskansliet, 2015).  Both BeBo and BELOK have 
been initiated by the Swedish Energy Agency to stimulate the energy efficiency 
development as a result of these goals. The agency contributes to both BeBo, BELOK 
and BeSmå with knowledge and founding (Energimyndigheten, 2014). 

2.1 BeBo 

BeBo is a short for the Swedish name “Energimyndighetens beställargrupp för 
energieffektiva flerbostadshus“ and was founded in 1989. Its prime objective is to lessen 
the dependency on energy in the form of heat and electricity in apartment buildings. By 
applying the expertise of the Swedish Energy Agency and the experiences of the 
member companies, BeBo hope to inspire and gather more information about how to 
establish energy efficient apartment buildings, how well different solutions work in 
practise and lessen the energy dependency. BeBo provide standardised methods for both 
projecting and cost calculation regarding energy efficiency. These methods make 
sharing of experiences easier. The network also prepares the participating companies for 
legislative changes and other regulations, but also gives them a chance to influence 
those changes (Bebostad, 2013a).  

BeBo has initiated several projects but only a few have been executed through all three 
stages of their project method, Rekorderlig Renovering. Already after stage one several 
have been cancelled due to the fact that their energy improvements do not have enough 
economic profitability. The projects that have been followed through all the way to the 
end have all succeeded to reduce their energy consumption but the measured values 
have not been as high as they were calculated to be. This is true in all cases except one, 
which reached its calculated savings. (Bebostad, 2013a). 

2.1.1 BeBo’s method - Rekorderlig Renovering 

BeBo’s method is called Rekorderlig Renovering, and the purpose of their method is to 
provide real estate owners with a methodical approach to achieve an energy efficiency 
renovation. Rekorderlig Renovering is based on completed demonstration projects with 
the goal that the renovation should achieve a halving in energy usage, and to accomplish 
this an action package is compiled. The concept of Rekorderlig Renovering is to find a 
combination of energy efficient renovations where the most cost effective measure can 
help to pay for the measures which on their own would not be economically profitable 
to implement. The whole action package for the renovation must be at least as cost 
effective as the predefined profitability claim. 
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Rekorderlig Renovering is carried out in three stages. Stage 1, Preparations, is based on 
earlier analyses from real estate projects of which buildings have been renovated. Based 
on these analyses an object is chosen for renovation and an action package is put 
together with the foundation of energy and economical calculations to make sure that 
the renovation is profitable. These calculations are often made with outsourced help 
from consultants or with expert help from BeBo’s resource pool. In this stage BeBo’s 
Lönsamhetskalkyl is used to calculate the economical profitability of the possible 
renovations. The economics of the action package with its measures is calculated, 
projected and decisions are made regarding procurement and execution (Bebostad, 
2013b).  
 
Stage 2 is called Execution and embodies the actual construction phase, which is 
monitored with the assistance from the developed project plan. The upcoming 
inspection of the project results is prepared.  Thereafter, the building is handed over to 
the administration of the building after a quality assuring commissioning process 
(Bebostad, 2013b). 
 
The closing stage 3, Completion, include a follow up on the calculated values towards 
the actual measurements on energy usage and indoor environment parameters. These are 
regularly checked under a follow up period. In this stage of the project experiences are 
shared in the network through presenting the results in reports and on BeBo’s web page 
(Bebostad, 2013b). 

2.1.2 BeBo’s algorithm - Lönsamhetskalkylen 

BeBo’s algorithm is a web based calculation tool that is used in stage 1 of BeBo’s 
method. The calculation tool, Lönsamhetskalkylen, facilitate the calculations of the 
economical profitability for an action package or for a few separate measures. 
Requirements to use the tool are that the energy efficiency measures already have been 
identified in the chosen building, that the investments for these renovations have been 
identified and that the expected energy savings from the measures have been estimated. 
Lönsamhetskalkylen’s primary calculations are the project’s outturn and cash flow, 
which are also presented in diagrams (Bebostad 2013c). 

The tool calculates the operating net impact, which is the sum of the changes in 
operation cost. This takes into account the changes in rents, maintenance and spending 
on energy, heat and water and is calculated over a 20 years period. The effect an 
investment has on the cash flow is the operating net impact of each year with the 
investment made subtracted from the first year of the calculation and the loan’s rent 
subtracted from each year. The effect on the result is the operating net impact including 
regard to amortizing, loan rent and for the first year, the maintenance is subtracted 
(Bebostad 2013c).  
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Lönsamhetskalkylen has an eligible function called “public welfare”, which refer to 
results that benefits the public welfare as a whole or partly due to the renovations. If the 
renovations, for example, results in less obstacles for the elderly so they can live longer 
in their apartments, the renovations have saved public welfare money for the commune 
as it do not need to provide specific housing for these people (Bebostad 2013c). 

2.2 BELOK 

BELOK, “Energimyndighetens beställargrupp för lokaler”, was founded in 2001 in 
order to reduce the energy consumption in facilities. This was to be achieved by 
spreading knowledge and inspiration about effective methods for improving energy 
efficiency in older facilities and which investments should be taken to achieve it. 
BELOK spread their knowledge by managing development projects and sharing the 
experiences of improving energy efficiency in facilities among BELOK’s members but 
also with actors outside of the group. BELOK’s members are some of Sweden’s biggest 
public- and private real estate owners. BELOK provide methods to project and calculate 
profitability of investments for energy efficiency. This includes a computer program 
that is a calculation tool used to facilitate decision making of energy saving investment 
packages. (BELOK, 2015a) 

Members as well as property owners outside the BELOK network use BELOK’s Total 
concept method. It is a well-established project method and many different property 
owners utilise it on their projects all over the country. Of the projects that have yet 
implemented the method about 30 were executed by BELOK members with BELOK’s 
direct involvement, another 30 projects that have been executed by non-member 
property owners and 75 projects have been carried out by BELOK members without 
BELOK’s involvement. (Norbäck, 2014) 

BELOK’s Total concept method is also known outside of Sweden. The Swedish Energy 
Agency has, together with BELOK, initiate an EU-project to spread the project to 
neighbouring countries with the purpose to spread the improvement of energy efficiency 
in existing facilities (Total concept, 2014).  

2.2.1 BELOK’s method - The Total concept method 

BELOK’s project method for energy saving renovations in facilities is called the Total 
concept method and is performed in three stages. Stage 1 is called Creating an action 
package where a inspecting analysis of the facility is performed, often by outside 
consultants. The purpose of the analysis is to map out the possibilities to reduce the 
energy usage in the building. It is important that all energy savings are mapped out, 
even those, which do not seem profitable at first sight. Then the energy savings are 
calculated in references to energy efficiency and after that the measures are priced. The 
energy calculations are performed with any validated energy-calculating program 
already available on the market. The measures are compiled and the Total concept tool 
is used to calculate which measures that together meet the requirements for profitability. 
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Stage 1 is summarized in a report as a foundation for stage 2 and as project planning 
documentation (BELOK 2014). 

Stage 2 is called Carrying out the measures and includes all measures, which together 
fulfil the real estates owners profitability claim, the calculation interest rate. All 
measures that are economically profitable are executed. Some measures can be so easy 
to implement that there are no need for specific preparations. Others need to be detail 
projected and implemented according to well-defined contracts. The execution is 
finalized with a function control of the renovations. This is essential to determine if the 
measures are working correctly. If they do not work properly the energy savings and the 
economical profit will be lost (BELOK 2014). 

Stage 3, Follow up, is measurements of the actual energy usage in the building and the 
renovations true profitability is calculated. These measurements take place continuously 
over a twelve months period. This stage ends with a complete report where experiences 
and the project are summarized. This contributes to BELOK’s network with new 
knowledge and can be of good use for future energy efficiency improvement projects 
(BELOK 2014). 

2.2.2 BELOK’s algorithm - Total concept tool 

BELOK’s algorithm, the Total concept tool, is central in BELOK’s Total concept 
method and is used in the ending part of stage 1 when all identified energy savings and 
priced measures are compiled. The Total concept tool can then calculate which 
measures can create an action package that will fulfil the profitability demand placed by 
the organisation behind the renovations (BELOK 2015b).   

BELOK’s calculation tool is based on a method called Internal rate of return (IRR). 
IRR is a way to determine how profitable investment demanding measures are through 
calculating the actual revenue of an investment, calculated in rate measurements. The 
calculations use a rate called internal rate, its present value of the annual savings is 
equal to the investment. The profitable criterion is fulfilled when the internal rate is 
higher than the cost of capital, which is decided by the cooperation (BELOK 2014).  

An investment of Bo (SEK), which should be repaid in n years, has an annual cost of b 
(SEK/year) and is calculated as followed. 

𝑏 = !
   !! !!! !!   

∗ 𝐵! = 𝑃 𝑟,𝑛 ∗ 𝐵!   (1) 

P(r,n) = Capital recovery factor at the rate r and the technical drift life, n.  

The present value factor sets the present value, Ao, as an annual revenue, a.   

𝐴! =
!! !!! !!

!
∗ 𝑎 = 𝐼 𝑟,𝑛 ∗ 𝑎 = 𝐼 𝑟,𝑛 ∗ 𝑎   (2) 
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I(r, n) = Present value factor, the inverse of P(r,n). 

If an investment, B0 (SEK), results in a annual drift cost reduction, a (SEK/year), it 
implies that an actual internal rate, ri, which is a measurement of the investment 
revenue. The internal rate, ri, is obtained from: 

𝑎 = 𝐵! ∗ 𝑃 𝑟,𝑛 →    !
!!
= 𝑃(𝑟,𝑛)   (3) 

The results from the Total concept tool are presented in a internal rate diagram showing 
the internal rate of return with the axes Investments, Ao (SEK), and Annual savings in 
cost, b (kSEK/year). If the measure’s investment and the cost of savings are known the 
internal rate for that specific measure can be extracted from the internal rate diagram 
below, figure 2 (BELOK 2014). 

Figure 2: Internal rate diagram of an investment of 800.000 SEK. Energy savings 
measures indicates that this investment will reduce the energy cost with 75.000 

SEK/year, which results in internal rate of return of approximately 7 % (Abel et al., 
2012).  

The investments for a whole package with different measure are shown in the figure 3 
below, illustrating how the results from the Total concept tool can be interpreted.  
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Figure 3: An internal rate diagram with a whole investment package, with the internal 
rate 3 % and the calculation interest rate 5 %. This diagram indicates that the measure 

Improved facade insulation will result in a non-profitable investment package. 
(BELOK, Total concept tool, version 2.4.11) 

2.2.3 Future relative changes in energy prices 

In valuation of an action package for a building there exists uncertainties about how 
much a single measure will cost and how much energy it will save. Therefor, a few 
simplifications are applied on the economical calculations, for example the energy 
future and relative alternation in price is taken into consideration. It is plausible to 
assume that future energy prices will increase more than the average inflation and this 
should be regarded in the evaluation of the cost effectiveness energy related measures 
(BELOK 2014). 

Assume that q [%] is the annual increase in price for energy in addition to the average 
change in prices, the real rate of interest, r, can be adjusted with q percent. With an 
adjusted rate of return the approximation radj = r - q % can be made.  The approximation 
contributes with a smaller error in the calculation below.  

𝑎 =
!!!
!!! !!

!! !!!
!!!

!! ∗ 𝐴! = 𝑃 𝑟, 𝑞,𝑛 ∗ 𝐴! (4) 

or 

!
!!
= 𝑃(𝑟, 𝑞,𝑛)    (5) 
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P(r,q,n) = Capital recovery factor which includes the relative change in energy price. 

The error is however smaller than 3 % in the capital recovery factor with common 
values for real rates of interest, r, in the construction industry and realistic values on the 
increase in energy prices, q. The area for economical investment is a little diminished if 
the approximation P(r,q,n) ≈ P(r-q,n). If the internal rate of a specific measure 
investment is studied the result shows an error lower than 0.2 percentage points. These 
errors due to approximately calculations are deemed negligible and can therefore be 
seen defendable since the simplification of the calculation makes it easier to determine 
how assumptions of rates affect investments  (BELOK 2014). 

Energy measures have often two technical drift lives, one for buildings installations and 
one for building components. r1, mutual internal rate of two simultaneous investments, 
B01 (SEK), with the technical drift life n1 years and B02 (SEK) with the technical drift life 
n2 years with the revenues, a1 SEK/year and a2 SEK/year are described by the sum of 
the revenues present values which should cover the whole investment. 

𝐵!" + 𝐵!" = 𝐼 𝑟! ,𝑛! ∗ 𝑎! + 𝐼 𝑟! ,𝑛! ∗ 𝑎!  (6) 

I(ri,n1) and I(ri,n2) are present value factors for the annual revenues a1 and a2 (Abel et 
al., 2012). 

2.3 BeSmå 

BeSmå, “Beställargruppen småhus” is another network founded by initiative of the 
Swedish Energy Agency to reduce the energy consumption in smaller houses during 
renovation and construction. BeSmå’s objective is to reduce the energy dependence in 
form of heat and electricity while maintaining or improving the indoor environment 
quality. Projects in BeSmå endeavour to develop methods, techniques and tools to 
remove obstacles that hinder introduction of energy efficiency measures in a large scale 
on the small house market (Energimyndigheten, 2015).  

BeSmå do not have any custom developed tools, but a study conducted by Dalarna 
University concludes that the BELOK method and calculations are usable for small 
houses. However, the study conclude, it would be suitable to adjust it and complement it 
through making the calculation tools simplified, easier to use and lower the cost from 
preparatory work by using the Swedish Energy Agency’s tool “energikalkylen”, which 
is a calculator for estimation of energy savings from different measures (Heier, 2013). 
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3. Method 
As a whole the method was divided into two blocks of which the first block was to 
analyse the BeBo network, the BELOK network and how they corresponded to each 
other, which is illustrated in figure 1. Their algorithms and methods were first studied 
separately and thereafter compared to each other. However, there was also a need to 
have a complementary broader grip on the consequences of the methods and algorithms. 
To do this, a second block was initiated.  

This block partly broadened the study by including BeSmå and an analysis of future 
challenges that the networks could be used to manage. It also included, as a 
consequence of the first block analysis, a deeper study of the BELOK network through 
studying examples of projects that have used BELOK and by conducting a sensitivity 
analysis of the creditworthiness’ relation to the investment rate and usefulness of 
BELOK’s method and tool. 
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Figure 1: The method described as a chart. The process of the study followed block 1 
through the steps and thereafter block 2 through the steps. 
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3.1 Analysis of BELOK’s and BeBo’s methods 

An overview of the networks and their resources was obtained by reviewing the 
extensive available material on BELOK’s and BeBo’s web pages. The method of 
BELOK were analysed through review of the broad and thorough method 
documentation in the handbook for the Total concept method. BeBo’s method was 
reviewed by analysing their documented description of it. There were also studies of 
different completed projects reports that were available plus contact with people 
involved in the two different networks to get a more comprehensive understanding of 
the methods and their algorithms.  

3.1.1 Analysis of BELOK’s algorithm. 

To be able to compare the different algorithms they had to be thoroughly understood. 
This was done partly by using the available program and adjusting parameters to 
become familiar with its functions, but mostly through careful reading of the 
documentation on the functions used by the algorithm. The study of the documentation 
resulted in an own document, which was easier to overview as only the information 
relevant for this study was extracted. As a part of understanding the algorithm some 
online study of the economic calculation theories that the algorithm is based on also had 
to be made.  

In the second block, the sensitivity analysis was based on the BELOK algorithm. Here, 
the relation between internal rate of return and the consequences for investment 
possibilities when it changes due to different liquidity was analysed. This made it 
possible to decide for which investors it is profitable to use BELOK and its method and 
calculations as foundation in the decision making regarding energy efficiency 
renovations. If BELOK’s Total concept method requires a high liquidity it might not be 
profitable for all actors.   

3.1.2 Analysis and recreation of BeBo’s algorithm 

To get an extended understanding for BeBo and its calculation algorithm a thorough 
research and review of their documentation of the description of the profitability 
calculations has been done. To ease the understanding for the calculations and to 
facilitate a comparison between BeBo and BELOK’s calculation methods a model of 
BeBo’s profitability calculations has been reconstructed as a Python script. The 
recreation of BeBo’s profitability model made it easier to determine how the calculation 
methods behind the algorithm relate to each other. The choice to only recreate BeBo’s 
profitability calculations methods was based on the apprehension that BELOK’s 
methods takes more parameters into account which makes it more complex to 
reconstruct. BeBo also had a more distinct description of the algorithm for their 
calculation tool.  
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3.2 Analysis of BELOK’s algorithm in comparison to BeBo’s 

Both the BeBo and BELOK algorithms are used as comparisons to each other. The first 
step in the comparison was to identify the output parameters, how each output related to 
the other algorithm, how they related to the input and how input parameters differed in 
the two algorithms. When an output parameter was identified as interchangeable but had 
different input parameters in its correspondent calculation in the other algorithm, a 
relation between the two algorithms input parameters was achieved. In other words, if 
an input parameter in BeBo’s algorithm and another input parameter in BELOK’s 
algorithm resulted in a corresponding output parameter in both algorithms, an 
understanding of the relation between the input parameters is possible.  

When this was done any leftover parameters had to be identified and analysed in order 
to study how the algorithms differ. This approach both gave the scope of which the 
algorithms overlap each other and what unique features they possessed. However, this 
had also to be put in perspective to their respective groups of targeted users to 
understand the context of the results.    

Examples were made with both BeBo’s and BELOK’s calculation methods with data 
from an Uppsalahem project that had already been implemented in houses with BeBo’s 
assistance. Both methods were tested to determine the differences and similarities in 
inputs and outputs from the two methods, and to test if the methods gave the same 
results if they used the same input data. To be able to use the same example in both 
methods, an analysis was performed to determine which parameters should be added 
and which parameters should be reinterpreted to make it possible to use the same data as 
input for the different methods. The consequences of the reinterpreted and added 
parameters were analysed to determine how they affected the results of the calculations. 
An important aspect was to note if any information was lost when the different methods 
were adapted and compared to each other. By changing the input parameters value there 
were possibilities to evaluate which parameters had the most impact on the output of the 
methods and if different parameters had different effects on the separate methods.  

3.3 Choosing of base for further analysis 

To proceed with the analysis that had been chosen for block 2 of the study, the decision 
had been made to limit the analysis to a single network in order to make the study more 
useful with the limited time available. This was deemed possible as the outcome from 
the analysis in block 1 implied that the networks were very similar. To choose what this 
base of further analysis should be, a review of the previous analysis of the study was 
made. There is no explicit section for this discussion, instead the limitation is 
legitimated by the study’s conclusion that the networks are very similar in structure and 
function.  
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3.4 Sensitivity analysis 

As a method of deducting the relation between the usefulness of the BELOK Total 
concept method with its calculation tool and the liquidity of a user a sensitivity analysis 
was done. It was made by first analysing how the calculation interest rate affect the 
possible investments, secondly analysing how the calculation interest rate is affected 
due to the different loans that are available depending on the liquidity and lastly through 
cutting the middle steps and relate the investment rate directly to the liquidity.  

3.5 Sustainability analysis 

To understand what consequences the method and calculation provided by the network 
have from a sustainability perspective a specific analysis of this was conducted. This 
analysis was based on already known information from earlier parts of the study, but 
entirely dedicated to examining the long term consequences of the network and its 
resources.  

To further broaden the analysis and put the study in a perspective that is more than an 
analysis of the current uses of the network, another kind of sustainability analysis was 
also conducted. This analysis was intended to identify the most important challenges of 
the future and evaluate how and if the network could be used to respond to these 
challenges. Also what would have to be changed structurally and with the methods and 
calculations for the network to adapt satisfactory was analysed.  

3.6 Data analysis  

The report is based mostly on data from the Swedish Energy Agency and the networks’ 
different web pages. This data describe how the networks should be contemplated and 
there have been contact with people from BeBo and BELOK to get an apprehension on 
how it work in reality as well as how they want it to work. Since there have been no 
contact with users of the methods this study lack an user perspective and describes only 
how the networks BeBo, BELOK and BeSmå present themselves. This aspect is 
relevant to note in the ruling of the reliability of the study’s basic data and to know 
which perspective the study has had access to.  

Data from a renovation project carried out by Uppsalahem was used on both BeBo’s 
and BELOK’s calculation tools to investigate if the calculation tools gave the same 
results. This data was provided from BeBo’s examples for the calculation tools, and is 
considered to be reliable since it is data from a completed project that is presented as an 
example of a project done with BeBo’s method. Since the same example was used with 
both tools it made it possible to determine whether the results were similar or even the 
same for the two calculation tools.  
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4. Study review  

4.1 Comparison between BELOK and BeBo 

The comparison between these two is mainly focused on their method and their 
algorithms for their calculation tools. The networks have similarities and differences 
beyond their methods and calculation tools as well, the networks have for example 
different members that contribute in different ways.  

4.1.1 Methods 

Rekorderlig Renovering and the Total concept method have similarities in their way to 
approach the renovation projects.  

! Both Rekorderlig Renovering and the Total concept method have the goal to 
reduce the energy usage in buildings while remaining economically profitable.   

! The methods are initiated by the Swedish Energy Agency, and are supported 
with knowledge and resources from them.  

! Both methods are based on three stages, stage 1, stage 2 and stage 3 which 
include similar steps. 

o Stage 1, preliminary investigation, where both economical and energy 
calculations are made, often by outsourced consults and an action 
package is put together that fulfills the pre decided calculation interest 
rate with the help of their calculation tools.  

o Stage 2, execution, where the profitable measures are carried out and 
tested to fulfill the expected results. Preparatory work before the 
evaluation phase starts. 

o Stage 3, the evaluation, where the calculated values are compared with 
the actual measurements of energy usage and economic profit. This is 
done over a long period of time to determine if the project was 
successful.  

! Both provide assistance in the form of knowledge, recommended approaches 
and calculation tools.  

! The recommended approaches are documented and available for everyone to 
use, as well as their calculation tools.  

The primary differences between the methods are: 

! Rekorderlig Renovering is mainly targeting housing estates and have designed 
the method after housing estate features. The Total concept method is mainly 
used on facilities, but since facilities might distinguish more from each other 
than apartments, the Total concept method is more general and can be used more 
easily on other types of buildings as well. 

! BELOK’s method has been used outside of Sweden, in India and other European 
countries, while BeBo’s method so far is only used within Sweden. 
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4.1.2 Calculation tools 

A way to compare the calculation tools is to use an example from one of them and insert 
the input in the other calculation and study the output. The example from Uppsalahem 
that is available in BeBo’s calculation tool is therefore applied on BELOK’s Total 
concept tool. The procedure with the adjustments that has to be made are noted below. 

! As the BeBo calculation uses a 20 years span for its results, the calculation time 
in BELOK is also set to 20 years. 

! The calculation interest rate is directly transferred. The yield requirement is the 
same percentage as the calculation interest rate, and is not included in BELOK. 
It is not certain how the yield requirement is used in BeBo’s calculation tool. 
However, it will be a single parameter in future version of the tool. (Werner, 
2015)  

! The energy/resource prices and their respective price increase excluding 
inflation are transferred. There is however differences regarding what 
parameters are considered in the tools. Both have the price of heat, electricity 
and water included. But BeBo takes all of these future prices increases into 
account while BELOK only includes an increased energy price, which should be 
equivalent to heat and electricity. This makes it difficult to choose which 
percentage should be transferred. As the example has a much larger change in 
heat usage than electricity, this parameter is selected. BELOK also have a 
parameter for district cooling cost, which BeBo do not. BeBo on the other hand 
has a parameter for reduced maintenance, which however can be covered in 
BELOK by a parameter for other cost reductions. BELOK also makes it possible 
to take into account a pricing depending on how much of a resource is used.  

! There are different value estimation methods included in BELOK, and can 
choose oneself which method one like to use. As BeBo uses cash flow, this is 
the one selected among BELOK’s Total concept tool’s alternatives.  

! The growing coefficient for the cash flow method is the change in value of over 
time. It is the sum of the amortisation and the inflation.  

! BELOK has a parameter for the value of the facility before the renovation. BeBo 
does not have this, although there is an evaluated value per m2 as an 
output.  There is however no explanation given to what it means or how it is 
calculated, even though it is valid to assume it is the change in value after the 
renovation. Therefore the value calculations result has to be carefully analysed.  

! The building area is directly transferred. But the energy use that is included in 
BELOK is not an input parameter in BeBo. This is another factor regarding the 
previous state of the facility that is included in BELOK but not BeBo. 

! When creating new measures, there is a difference regarding the water usage. 
BELOK uses m3/year while BeBo uses kSEK/year. This was solved through 
setting the water cost to 1. BeBo also express the savings per m2, which has to be 
multiplied by the total area before transfer to BELOK.   
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! The present value of annual savings is an output parameter in both calculation 
tools. It is calculated through summarizing all savings from an investment and 
multiplying it by (1-P(r,n)), where P(r,n) is the present value taken from tables 
available in common economic papers. r and n is the internal rate respectively 
the investments economic drift life in years. BeBo also provide a calculation for 
the present value of the residual value.  

4.2 BeSmå in comparison to BeBo and BELOK 

In comparison to BELOK and BeBo BeSmå is a relatively newly established network, 
which also makes it relatively underdeveloped in comparison. BeSmå is specialized in 
the small house market so their method is, like BeBo’s method, targeted on specific 
buildings while BELOK is more general adaptable for different facilities. BeSmå is 
originated, just like BeBo and BELOK, from an initiative of the Swedish Energy 
Agency, which makes the goals of BeSmå similar to the others’ goals. They too want to 
reduce energy dependence while maintaining or improving the indoor environment. 
Projects in BeSmå endeavour to introduce energy efficiency measures on the small 
house market, but so far they have not been able to achieve this in a larger scale like 
BELOK and BeBo have on their markets (Energimyndigheten 2015). 

BeSmå lack a developed calculation tool for energy and economical savings of their 
own but it is possible for BeSmå to use BELOK’s Total concept tool or the energy 
calculation tool, Energikalkylen, provided by the Swedish Energy Agency. The lack of a 
calculation tool of their own indicates that BeSmå has the potential to evolve their 
network and method. (Heier 2013) 

4.3 Sensitivity analysis  

As mentioned in the method section, the aim of the sensitivity analysis was to deduce 
the relation between the usefulness of the BELOK method depending on a company's 
size. This was executed through a study of the relation between investment rate in the 
Total concept tool and the liquidity of the user since a bigger company often have a 
bigger movable capital, which result in a higher liquidity. The reason for only 
evaluating BELOK from now on is discussed in section 3.3. 

With the standardised example investments in BELOK’s Total concept tool the internal 
rate diagram is categorized into three scopes of investments. The cost and buoyancy of 
each investment is different in every case a renovation is being done. The possible 
investments also differ between different facilities. However, the example investments 
are assumed to be typical and representative, which at least gives a tendency of the 
investment scopes. The small package include a few measure which all have high 
internal rates of return. Already at a calculation interest rate at 30% the two first 
example investments are included. However, the calculation of cost for each investment 
is based on the idea of investing in a package of multiple improvements. The small 
package is therefore chosen to be lower than 25%, where three improvements are 
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included and the investment therefore can be considered a package. The small package 
includes the three leftmost renovations with the highest gradients in figure 4. The 
medium package contain at least two more energy saving measure which has a 
considerably lower internal rate of return and require a calculation interest rate at about 
8 % or lower. The big package includes all energy saving measures available in the 
example and requires a calculation interest rate that is 3% or lower. 

 

 

Figure 4: Standardised internal rate diagram with standard values. Each red dot 
indicates an investment with its gradient representing its internal rate and 5% is set as 

the calculation interest rate. (BELOK, Total concept tool, version 2.4.11)  

Summary 

! Small package: calculation interest rate <  25% 
! Medium package: calculation interest rate <  8% 
! Big package: calculation interest rate <  3% 

This means that a change on interest rate close to these break values will have a greater 
impact on the investments that are made compared to the same change further from 
these break points.  

The calculation interest rate in BELOK does not adjust depending on different loan 
costs. This expects to be integrated by the company in its choice of required calculation 
interest rate. However, it is possible to calculate a loan's effect on the needed calculation 
interest rate to achieve a specific profit. This can be done through different methods 
depending on how the loan expects to be paid back. It can either be done through using 
the total yield to pay of interest and amortize as much as possible or by setting a 
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constant amortization level and pay less interest for each payment. The first alternative 
with as much amortisement as possible is the most likely to be used as it means that the 
total interest will be as small as possible. Since the BELOK Total concept tool’s 
example investments and the sensitivity analysis as a whole are already simplified and 
approximate, the constant amortizing alternative is deemed good enough to use to get an 
approximation and is much easier to implement correctly. The interest cost will be a bit 
higher with a constant amortization than with a maximized amortization. 

It is assumed that the amortization of the investment, will be repaid with the same value 
over a period of time, the amortization is constant. This results in a loan rate with a 
linear decline. A main value of the loan rate over time is used in the calculation to 
adjust the calculation interest rate, which is shown in figure 5. This is possible as the 
amortization time is assumed to be the same as the economical drift time of an 
investment, which is a reasonable assumption, as a longer amortization time would 
create a negative cash flow. Through subtracting the loan rate’s main value from the 
calculation interest rate an estimate of which size of an investment package different 
companies are able to choose depending on their possibility to acquire a low loan 
interest. 

 

Figure 5: Constant amortization and a linear decrease of the primary loan rate as it is 
paid back over a time period of 20 years. The continuous line indicates the mean value 

of the loan rate at 2 %.   

There are more subtle problems that this method reveals that is not a part of the original 
analysis perspective. One of them occur when the internal interest rate of all 
investments are adjusted to the loan interest, some investments internal rates can 
become negative. These might still be included in an investment package that reaches 
the calculation internal rate. This means that investments that are directly negative is 
included and carried out. This might result in a bigger impact on the investment 
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initiatives by the loan interests than the rest of the sensitivity analysis suggests. If the 
investment with negative internal rates is conducted anyway, there might be 
consequences regarding the sustainability.  

Another problem with this analysis can be observed by the graph above. If the interest 
rate of the investment to the package above is 8%, the investment might be carried out. 
This will however mean a negative cash flow in the beginning, which might be harder 
to manage for a small company where the investment is a bigger part of the total 
turnover.  

This can either be visualised by adjusting the calculation interest rate or the limits for 
the different internal rates in the internal rate diagram. The Total concept tool takes 
energy price changes, excluding inflation, into account. This makes it possible to 
implement the interest rate changes easily in the existing model. The energy price 
change is subtracted to the internal rate of return. The mean loan interest must therefore 
be added as a negative value to this parameter to become positive in the diagram.  

Regarding the connection between the liquidity and the available loan there is no 
formula that can be applied since the liquidity is only one of many aspects when loan 
conditions are negotiated.  Without a mathematical relation there is no possible way to 
make a distinct deduction between the parameters. Therefore the sensitivity analysis is 
unable to make more than emphasize that liquidity is one of the parameters that is used 
to set the terms of a loan. 

4.4 Sustainability 

The sustainability analysis in this study has two approaches. The first one is an 
evaluation of how the current economic system that is used in BELOK’s Total concept 
method takes sustainability into account. Therefore the current integrated economic and 
energy sustainability is examined. The second approach is to study how the network 
relates to the 15 biggest challenges, which are assessed by The Millennium Project. 
How the BELOK network with its method relate to the 15 challenges are evaluated, but 
it is also discussed later on in the study how and if the network could meet any more 
aspects of these 15 challenges in the future.  

4.4.1 Integrated economic- and energy sustainability  

Energy savings with economical sustainability are BELOK’s main objective. This is 
done through creating energy efficient houses, which are economically viable for the 
investors. The renovations performed in accordance with BELOK’s method require an 
unchanged or improvement in indoor environment. If a renovation were to cause a 
worsening in indoor environment the renovation is seen as unsuccessful (BELOK 
2015a).  This can be seen as a social sustainability aspect in BELOK, but not to the 
same extent as BELOK’s method comprising with economical and energy 
sustainability.  
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One of the definitions of sustainable economy is an economic development that will not 
result in negative consequences for the energy and the social sustainability. An 
economic profit in the renovation of the facilities is not allowed to happen on the 
expense of the social capital or the natural capital. (KTH, 2014) This definition of 
sustainable economy is suitable to describe how BELOK’s method relates to a 
sustainable economy.  

According to BELOK’s method it must be economically viable for investors to make 
renovations for energy efficiency. That fact can be seen as an incentive to invest in 
energy savings in buildings. Every single renovation does not need to be profitable on 
its own but all renovations as a package must be profitable together. Since only the 
investment package as a whole must be profitable, the more viable renovations support 
the less viable which results in a greater number of energy efficiency investments than 
would have been possible otherwise. The concept of BELOK’s method is to implement 
as many energy saving renovations as possible as long they together can fulfil the 
predefined calculation interest rate. When more renovations can be carried out less 
energy usage is needed which means that BELOK’s method succeeds in lowering 
energy usage while maintaining economic sustainability (BELOK 2014). 

4.4.2 The 15 Global Challenges 

The Millennium Project has evaluated 15 global challenges that have to be addressed. 
These are used as a base to look ahead and possibly further develop BELOK’s method. 
The Millennium Project is one of the most extensive studies for general global 
challenges, which have to be addressed by all communities to be countered. It can 
therefore act as a guideline for future demands that companies and client networks can 
expect from the society. 

1) Sustainable development and climate change 

The first of the 15 challenges is the one of climate change and how to build a 
sustainable economy. The increased amount of greenhouse gas in the atmosphere leads 
to temperature increase, acidification of the oceans and a wide range of consequences 
with economic losses and a rapid decline of biodiversity. This is a challenge that is 
urgent to respond to in order to mitigate the devastating consequences. As carbon 
dioxide is the most common greenhouse gas with the by far largest global impact it is 
relatively easy to calculate the impact of different system components with regard of its 
carbon footprint (The Millennium project 2014a). At the moment the method passively 
reduce climate change through energy efficiency improvements. How the carbon 
dioxide emissions produced in the renovation relate to the saved emissions from 
lowered energy usage is however currently unknown. As mentioned before, sustainable 
development is one of the central aspects of BELOK’s method as it integrates energy 
aspects in the economic calculations, thus contributing to a more sustainable 
economical development. However, there are a lot of potential to use the BELOK 
network to spread knowledge and encourage investments to make the buildings less 
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liable for the climate change. Even though it is likely possible to incorporate greenhouse 
gas emissions in the calculations, this would undermine the core of BELOK as long as 
there is no economic incentive to do so. This kind of way forward is therefore not 
recommended.  

2) Clean water 

With a population increase and higher living standards follows a shortage of clean 
water. The supply of fresh water is simultaneously expected to be reduced by rising sea 
levels. There is already a shortage and 783 million people do not have access to safe 
drinking water (The Millennium project 2014b). The water usage and its costs are 
already incorporated in BELOK’s Total concept tool. BELOK act under economic 
sustainability and it is therefore not up to them to do more than include it in its 
calculations. The restriction responsibility lies with decision makers of water prices. 
The knowledge about the upcoming water shortage can however be distributed in the 
network to prevent unnecessarily water consuming systems that will be a future 
economic liability.  

3) Population and resources  

According to the United Nations estimates that the global population will grow from 
today's 7.2 billion to between 8.3 and 10.9 billion people in year 2050. In the coming 12 
years the world population is expected to grow with 1 billion people. In the same time, 
the urbanisation is expected to rise in percentage. This increases the demand for 
resources and services throughout society as a whole (The Millennium project 2014c). 
There are difficulties to implement this challenge in BELOK’s method. There is 
certainly an advantage to acknowledge the urbanisation and population rise when 
planning facility use. This is however only useful for most of BELOK’s users but not 
implementable in the BELOK Total concept method.  

4) Democratization  

Only 40% of the world population lives in countries classified as “free” and some argue 
that these countries democracies are threatened by monetocracy due to extended 
lobbying and financial power. The main threats to democracy are organized crime, 
corruption, corporate monopolies, increased lobbying, impunity and concentration of 
media ownership (The Millennium project 2014d). These are things that are hard to 
implement in Total concept method ad the Total concept tool. Corruption, corporate 
monopolies and increased lobbying are however aspects that is topical for a network of 
big actors of the market. It is therefore important to keep a conscious discourse that 
keeps these problems from occurring in the BELOK network. 

5) Global foresight and decision making  

Decision makers often lack training in foresight and even in decision making. The lack 
of knowledge in these areas creates problems globally. Throughout the educations 
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system foresight and decision making should be thought to create an awareness of the 
need of changes and that the decisions about these changes have to be acted on relative 
quickly. It is not expected that the decision makers should know all, but they should 
have access to experts in their fields, and have continuous contact with futurists to be 
well advised in their decision making (The Millennium project 2014e). As BELOK is a 
network that promote change in its sector, using the network to gather and distribute 
knowledge. This challenge is therefore to some extent already covered by BELOK as a 
consequence of the network’s nature. Through broadening their knowledge base 
however, BELOK has the possibility to be a better asset for its network against future 
challenges.  

6) Global convergence of IT 

Internet, the neural network of the world, is expanding rapidly and more and more 
people are connected. Ericsson predicts that 85% of the worlds population will be 
covered by high speed mobile Internet in 2017 and the Internet is expected to connect 
75-80 billion things in 2020. This changes the way many parts of the society works with 
collaborative systems, social networks and collective intelligences. The Internet will 
also become a significant part of the next economic system. This is a development that 
requires quick adaptation (The Millennium project 2014f). With the aim to get new 
technologies earlier to the market BELOK is already actively spreading some of the 
new IT systems that are globally connected through the Internet. As these kinds of 
systems continue to rapidly develop BELOK will have to expand their knowledge in the 
area to be in the technical frontier. 

7) Rich - poor gap 

1.7 billion people live in multidimensional poverty and 1.2 billion people live in 
extreme poverty. Meanwhile, 10% of the global population owns 86% of global wealth. 
The external debts of developing countries are 4 trillion dollars and 40% of these belong 
to the BRIC countries1 (The Millennium project 2014g).  BELOK is, at the moment, in 
the process of spreading the Total concept method outside the Swedish borders and have 
started to implement their concept on buildings in Europe. The cooperation CIT Energy 
Management AB has even taken the method to India (Energimyndigheten 2014b). So 
even if global equality is not a main concern of BELOK, and probably should not be 
either, the start to spread it to India is a step in the right direction. If the methods are 
intentionally kept among the developed countries and there is no equivalent method 
among the developing countries, it will act as another global uneven advantage.  

8) Health issues  

The health of people all over the globe continues to improve. In 20 years the deaths of 
children under the age of five have dropped from 12.4 million to 6.6 million. Diseases 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Brasilia,	  Russia,	  India	  and	  China	  are	  called	  the	  BRIC	  countries	  as	  four	  quickly	  emerging	  
markets.	  
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that are non-communicable, infectious and drug-resistant are continuously increasing. 
Many of the global health issues are consequences of the lack of reliable drinkable 
water (The Millennium project 2014h). This challenge is not deemed applicable on the 
BELOK network and its method. In the extent it can be applied to BELOK it is already 
covered by the requirement that the indoor environment must keep the same or a higher 
standard than before the renovation. 

9) Education 

Youth literacy rates have risen from 83.4% of world population in 1999 to 89.5% in 
2011. In the same time adult literacy has gone from 75.7% to 84.1%. The way 
knowledge is spread and used is also changing as knowledge is instantly available 
through Internet and just in time knowledge and learning is implemented (The 
Millennium project 2014i). There are no applications that the BELOK network has to 
adapt considering this challenge. It is however noteworthy that the Total concept 
method can be considered as a part of the just in time learning. This is implied, as one of 
the gains of the standardized method is the short time it takes from the first investigation 
until the project is executed. 

10)  Peace and conflict 

Growing inequalities, terrorist groups, inadequate legal and governance systems are a 
few of the reasons behind armed conflicts. Peace strategies are less likely to work 
without compassion since rational or intellectual approaches will not overcome 
emotional divisions that prevent peace. Massive education programs are therefore 
necessary to distribute knowledge about diversity and the importance to respect it (The 
Millennium project 2014j). International interactions are generally perceived as a 
peacekeeping factor. As BELOK is spreading to new countries it becomes such an 
interaction. There are no other found aspects between BELOK and this challenge. 

11)  Status of women  

In OECD countries men in average earn 16% more than women for similar full time 
jobs and 21% at the top of the pay scale. Up to 70% of women in the world are targeted 
for physical or sexual violence. In the same time women has control of 70% of the 
global consumer spending and women are more active on social medias than men (The 
Millennium project 2014k). Here BELOK have the possibility to use its contacts with 
participating corporations. Through encouraging the corporations to exert self-
evaluation of their equality status change could be accelerated.  

12)  Transnational organized crime 

The total income of transnational organized crime could be as much as 3 trillion dollar, 
which is the double of all the worlds military budgets combined. Transnational 
organized crime is more and more connected to terrorist organisations. There is a newly 
founded international anti-corruption academy in Vienna to tackle the connection 
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between transnational organized crime and corruption (The Millennium project 2014l). 
As mentioned earlier, as a big, well-established network BELOK should be able to help 
in the work against corruption by spreading information and establish a non-tolerance 
milieu regarding the subject. Otherwise it is not a challenge that is relevant for BELOK 
and its development. 

13)  Energy 

To meet the growing energy demand, and to do it in an environmentally friendly way, 
fossil fuels must be replaced with renewable energy sources. A prediction for the future 
need of energy is that in only 35 years the world needs to produce enough electricity for 
an additional 3.3 billion people. To create energy sustainability the need for energy 
must decelerate. (The Millennium project 2014m) To tackle this challenge is the core 
purpose of BELOK. The only way they can excel in this challenge is to continue to 
spread the method and become better on what they are already doing.  

14)  Science and technology  

The scientific and technological development is continuing to accelerate and this will 
affect many parts of society. More possibilities are available as computerised systems 
make otherwise expensive processes cheaper, but it also brings a lot of ethical 
discussions that have to be held (The Millennium project 2014n). Regarding facilities 
this is likely to result in more effective systems for energy savings. As new technologies 
become available, BELOK has to have an eye open to find the best available option for 
the renovations. It is therefore crucial to have a well-functioning network where these 
new systems can be found, tested and the results spread. The network has to highlight 
the value of new technologies and be willing to share information between its actors. 
This is already a goal of BELOK, and it is valuable that will be important to tackle this 
challenge also in the future.  

15)  Global ethics  

There is a collective responsibility to make sure global ethics are not forgotten in 
decision making. At the moment social responsibility programs, social investing and 
ethical marketing are increasing, and with a well-educated generation that is 
increasingly Internet connected that is stepping up against the abuse of power hopefully 
less ethical considerations will be neglected (The Millennium project 2014o). The Total 
concept method is constructed to include financially weaker energy saving investments 
that are justifiable together with stronger investments, which is an ethical standpoint 
integrated in the model. A pure economic standpoint, without the ethical guideline to 
improve energy efficiency, which only purpose is to maximize profits would not be 
constructed that way. Except for this, no other aspect of global ethics are deemed 
relevant for BELOK 
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4.4.3 15 challenges summary 

BELOK is currently working with some of the Millennium project’s mapped challenges 
for the future. However, they also have a number of possible future developments to 
cover more of the Millennium's challenges in their network. It would be conceivable for 
BELOK to broaden their capabilities through gathering of knowledge about future 
changes and demands and then communicate it throughout the network. It is necessary 
for BELOK to be aware of upcoming difficulties and keep up with new technologies to 
be in the forefront of their sector and do their part in creating an all around sustainable 
society. A clearer and pronounced work against corruption, gender equality and a 
balanced market is facilitated through a regular and enlightened discussion about these 
topics within the network but also with external actors. It is of outermost relevance to 
emphasize that BELOK work efficiently with sustainability in the field of energy with 
aim of maintaining an economical sustainability. There is however a clear capacity to 
establish sustainability in a broader sense with only small additions. 
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5. Results 

5.1 Comparison between methods 

Rekorderlig Renovering and the Total concept method have more similarities than 
differences, and they are structured in the same way.  

Table 1: The similarities between the networks project methods. 

Similarities Differences 

Three project phases 
! Preliminary investigation 
! Execution  
! Evaluation 

Rekorderlig Renovering more specified on 
housing estates. The Total concept method 
more general and adaptable on all sorts of 
buildings. 

Same goal - Reduce energy usage in 
buildings while it is economical 
profitable. 

Total concept method is used globally. 

Initiated and supported by the Swedish 
Energy Agency  

Provide assistance to their users in form 
of: 

! Knowledge 
! Recommended approaches 
! Calculation tools 

 

The methods are documented and 
available on their web page.    

 

5.2 Comparison between the calculation tools 

There are certainly similarities between the calculation tools. The most differences can 
be divided into three main points:  

The calculation tools have different ways to visualize the results. BELOK’s tool uses a 
diagram of internal rates of different measures while BeBo’s calculation tool plots the 
cash flow and the investments’ effect on the result over time. This results in quite 
different usages of the tools. BELOK’s tool is more usable when trying to maximize the 
number of measures that is made, while BeBo’s tool gives more information about the 
direct economic consequences of an investment. 

The calculation tools have similar input. Although similar does not mean the same, and 
most configurations are different even though mostly the same categories are covered. 
There are however two big differences between the two. BELOK’s tool covers the 
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properties of the facility as it was in its previous condition. This data does not affect the 
results, but allows for a more extensive compilation. BeBo’s tool on the other hand, 
have input parameters tailored for residential buildings. This includes rental discounts 
among resettling residents. 

A relevant difference between the tools is that BeBo’s tool has the exception of the 
community benefit factor that is available as a parameter in the BeBo calculation but not 
in BELOK. This is a parameter that is not necessary for the BeBo calculation. Even 
though there are a more parameters that do not exist as inputs in both of the different 
calculations, the community benefit factor is evaluated to change the limitations 
between the methods in a scale that makes them incomparable. 

5.3 Sensitivity analysis  

Depending on a company’s loan interest, in turn dependent on liquidity and its 
economical assets, different extents of renovations is possible for the company to carry 
out on their renovation object.  

If the predetermined calculation interest rate is far from the combined internal interest 
rate with the least favourable investment in the package included, the investment 
possibility is not affected by the loan interest.  If the determined calculation rate is close 
to the least favourable measure in the investment package, the loan rate’s size can 
determine the size of the investments package. The measures generally come in clusters 
where small interest rate differences makes a difference between the whole cluster of 
investments.  

When the loan interest impact is included, some investment packages might contain 
measures that have a negative internal rate. These might be carried out even though they 
do not pay of during their economical drift life. The same investment might not be 
negative for companies with better loan terms.  

If the loan rate and amortizing at some point is higher than the investments internal rate 
of return, which is especially probable with a high loan interest, a negative cash flow 
will be acquired. An investment package, which at first would result in a negative cash 
flow is likely harder for a small company to cope with, as a small company is probable 
to have less capital to compensate.  

5.4 Sustainability 

As BELOK’s method lets more viable investments compensate less viable more 
renovations is made. When more renovations can be carried out, less energy usage is 
needed which means that BELOK’s method succeeds in lowering energy usage while 
maintaining economic sustainability. This also relates to some of the 15 Millennium 
Project challenges, especially the energy and the sustainability challenges.   
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In the aspect of broadening the network to handle future challenges it would be 
plausible to implement some of the Millennium challenges, which are yet not covered 
by the BELOK network. The table showing the summary of how the challenges relate to 
the network is a simplification and should be treated as such. It does neither take into 
account passive perspectives like the peacekeeping factor international cooperation 
have. An interesting result is that three of the four implementable challenges would be 
seriously addressed by simply raising the issue in the network to enlighten its members 
of the challenges importance. 

Table 1: Table below shows which of the 15 future challenges BELOK have 
implemented, which they could develop more, which they could implement and which 

are not implantable for their method.  

Challenge 
Implemented or 

partly 
implemented 

Improvable Implementable Not 
implementable 

Sustainable 
development and 
climate change 

X X   

Clean water X    

Population and 
resources    X 

Democratization   X  

Global foresight 
and decision 

making 
X X   

Global 
convergence of IT 

 
X X   

Rich - poor gap   X  

Health issues    X 
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Education    X 

Peace and conflict    X 

Status of women   X  

Transnational 
organized crime   X  

Energy X X   

Science and 
technology X X   

Global ethics X    
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6. Analysis  
A comprehensive analysis for the study has been carried out derived from the study’s 
purpose mounded in its main questions.  

6.1 Differences to motivate different methods 

The foundation of these methods is very similar and the networks rely on heavy 
documentation and the steps in the project methods resemble each other with three 
stages. Since the methods are specialised in the building renovation sector there is 
comprehensible that their methods resemble each other. Both Rekorderlig Renovering 
and Total concept method have a lot of focus on the preliminary investigations, stage 1, 
before decisions concerning which investment and energy saving renovations should be 
implemented. For the investors it is significant that there is comprising preliminary 
investigations and calculations of the renovations to ensure an acceptable revenue while 
at the same time maximize the possible energy saving improvements of the building. In 
the methods execution phase are the predetermined renovations performed according to 
the determined guidelines and costs confirmed in stage 1. This is at least how stage 2 
should work ideally but sometimes it happens that some renovations become more 
expensive than the calculations estimated in the preliminary investigations. In stage 3 
the methods involves evaluating the projects and spreading the knowledge and 
experiences that the project has brought to the networks to produce even better results 
and to influence more projects in the future.  

The fact that BeBo and BeSmå methods are more specific with which type of buildings 
their methods should be applied on is not something that are noticed in the structure of 
the method itself. This difference appear more clearly in the analyse of the calculation 
tools. That BELOK’s method is used abroad points that their method, at the moment, is 
more developed than the others, and can meet the need of construction renovations in 
other countries. But there is nothing that indicates that the methods of BeBo and BeSmå 
cannot be expanding abroad in the future. 

There are many similarities between the calculation tools since the core objective of 
both is the same. However the calculations have different orientations as BeBo is suited 
to calculate the relevant parameters for apartment rentals when energy efficiency 
investments are to be made. This differ quite a bit in contrast to other facilities that is 
reflected in BELOK’s calculations, while BeSmå do not have a calculation tool of its 
own yet. 

It is possible to use BELOK’s calculation tool for apartments, but there are important 
aspects that are neglected in such a case. The parameters that differ in the calculation 
tools would however be easy to implement in the BELOK Total concept tool if an 
initiative to fuse the tools were made. An approach where the networks use a joint tool 
would also likely have positive consequences. The tool would have to be more 
extensive and more customisable, which would favour BeSmå that do not have a tool 
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today. It would also complement BELOK’s tool with BeBo’s graphs and broaden the 
sustainability impact as only BELOK expanding to other countries, and a joining would 
include apartments in this expansion. There are however likely other problems with 
joining the tools, where the most obvious one is to decide who would have 
responsibility over the tool and choose the direction of its development. It is clear that 
there is potential benefits of merging the tools, but an investigation that focus on 
advantages and problems of merging the tools would have to be done to elucidate the 
matter.  

6.2 Investment possibilities for different users 

The sensitivity analysis shows a difference in investment possibilities depending on the 
loan interest. Which loan rate a company gets at a renovation investment can differ a lot 
depending on the company in aspects of stability and its financial liquidity among other 
parameters. This means that there are more aspects than the company’s liquidity that 
matters when companies are granted loans of the size which is needed for building 
renovations. Therefore, it is not entirely correct to draw conclusions from companies 
possibility to use BELOK’s standard investment package solely derived from the 
company’s liquidity. From the sensitivity analysis it is nevertheless possible to discern 
patterns that indicates an advantage of a high liquidity, and that larger actors are likely 
to be generally better conditioned to implement comprehensive renovations in facilities. 

It is worth discussing to what extent the construction of BELOK’s tool reflects that 
BELOK’s network mostly contain large actors. The Total concept tool are 
disadvantageous for smaller actors with lesser chances of acquiring a favourable loan 
and with less capital flexibility to BELOK’s members. Can this feature have been 
deliberate implemented in the construction of the Total concept tool to prevent smaller 
actors to evolve to the same extent as BELOK’s members? 

6.3 Challenges for the future 

There are always possibilities to evolve and it is important to be open for changes to be 
in the forefront of their sector. BELOK has the possibilities to evolve their work to 
become more sustainable, even if they already are covering many aspects regarding 
sustainability. BELOK can, from the view of this study, implement four new challenges 
from the Millennium project. It is however debatable if it is relevant for BELOK to 
implement these in their method or in their tool without deviating too much from their 
niche of energy saving renovations. BELOK has nevertheless the potential to improve 
their sustainability regarding the aspects, which they already are covering. 

If a renovation has negative internal rate it cannot be seen as economically sustainable 
on its own. The renovation can however together with other renovations create an 
investment package where the less profitable investment carries the less profitable and 
even sometimes the investments that only are economical expensive. The investments 
that have a negative internal rate can however influence the whole renovation 
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investment and ensure that the renovation cannot be seen as sustainable when it comes 
to resources use nor economical sustainable. Therefor it might be relevant to keep in 
mind regarding the sustainability aspect that it BELOK is not complete and has 
development possibilities.  

Future challenges for BELOK’s network and method could be to expand their field of 
use to focus on more aspects than just economic energy savings. They could focus more 
on social sustainability by including the value of gender equality and danger of 
corruption in networks in their method documentation description. Another challenge 
and possibility worth investigating for the future could be to straighten if it would be 
favourable for the users to let BELOK’s and BeBo’s calculation tools merge into a joint 
more developed tool.  
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7. Conclusion 
The tools are designed differently as a consequence of the different actors in the 
network. In some extent, the tools are interchangeable, but different kinds of results will 
be acquired and some information will be neglected and lost in the results. BELOK’s 
Total concept tool is generally more universal and legible than BeBo’s 
Lönsamhetskalkyl. BeSmå lacks an own calculation tool, but can use BELOK’s tool. 
They would however benefit of a reshaping of the Total concept tool. 

The three networks are founded for different sectors and users will therefore use 
different tools. BeSmå has however not a calculation tool of their own. BELOK’s tool is 
more useful for a big company, but there are still advantages of using the tool for small 
companies. The investment possibilities generally become slimmer for a smaller 
company. 

In the future the networks, especially BELOK, will have to be attentive to how the 
method is spread and used to achieve maximal proliferation. A progressive attitude to 
the cooperation among the actors in the network could stimulate a broadening of the use 
of the networks, which in turn would stimulate modernisation among the actors. There 
is also reason to further study the possibility and effects of merging the tools into a 
single universal one.  
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